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This white paper discusses issues regarding the severity of the impacts on historic properties
from Dominion’s Surry-Skiffes Creek-Whealton 500 kV project (“Project”). It does so in the
context of, and in response to, a letter from the National Park Service (“NPS”) setting out its
opinion regarding the severity of impacts of the Project for some of the historic properties at
issue. Letter from F. Hays, NPS, to W. Walker, USACE (Jan. 29, 2016) (“NPS Letter”).
As the NPS Letter exemplifies, and as the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (“Corps”) is aware,
there is a divergence of opinions regarding the extent of adverse effects on the historic properties
at issue. Of note, the NPS Letter claims that the Corps has failed to describe the effects on the
historic properties, and provides its assessment of the severity of impacts for the Jamestown
National Historic Site/Jamestown Island/Jamestown Island Historic District (“Historic
District”), 1 including the contributing section of the Captain John Smith Chesapeake National
Historic Trail (“CAJO Trail”), 2 Jamestown National Historic Site, and Colonial Parkway
Historic District. NPS Letter at 2-8. As this white paper explains, NPS’ claim is incorrect; the
severity of impacts is discussed and assessed in the record, and the conclusions related thereto
well supported.
A.

Terms and Hierarchies Regarding the Severity of Impacts

In its assessment, NPS notes that Dominion previously introduced a hierarchy for characterizing
the severity of adverse effects for purposes of the National Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”),
and NPS uses it to provide its assessment. NPS Letter at 2 (referencing, although not specifically
citing, Dominion’s November 13, 2015, white paper titled “Evaluating Visual Impacts on
Historic Properties Under NEPA” (“NEPA White Paper”)). While Dominion does not have an
issue with NPS’ use of that hierarchy for purposes of its assessment, we note here, as was noted
in that white paper, that the hierarchy was provided only as an example—an example that came
from a prior NPS evaluation of impacts related to a shoreline restoration project for the Colonial
Parkway. As Dominion also noted therein, that hierarchy “used a fairly stringent relationship
between the intensity of the NEPA impact found and the NHPA findings regarding adverse
effects.” NEPA White Paper at 2. Dominion noted that while those stringent relationships may
have been appropriate for NPS’ purposes for that project, the Corps “should not consider itself
1

When the Keeper of the National Register determined this district was eligible for the National Register, it did not
establish a formal name for it as a historic property. In the record, it has been referred to as the Eligible Historic
District, and, before the Keeper’s determination, was known as the Jamestown Island-Hog Island Cultural
Landscape. The Virginia State Historic Preservation Officer (“SHPO’) has referred to this property as the Captain
John Smith Trail Historic District. In the 36 C.F.R. § 800.6 draft Memorandum of Agreement (“MOA”), the name
for this historic property is the Jamestown Island-Hog Island-Captain John Smith Trail Historic District. So, we use
this latter name here.
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NPS separately assesses the CAJO Trail, consistent with its argument that a separate analysis of the CAJO Trail is
necessary. NPS Letter at 4-6, 7-8. As discussed below, this evaluation is nearly verbatim with the evaluation NPS
provides for the Historic District, which undermines its argument that the CAJO Trail must be evaluated separately.
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bound to such an approach.” Id. Thus, we went on, “under its independent review, [the Corps’]
methodology could permit it to conclude that a minor impact might correlate with either an
NHPA evaluation of no adverse impact or [an] adverse impact, instead of only correlating to a no
adverse impact, as was done by NPS.” Id. Dominion suggested that a more flexible approach
would provide the Corps with “the opportunity to consider more closely the record information
regarding impacts,” instead of being bound strictly to pre-selected NEPA conclusions based on
NHPA determinations. Id. Indeed, the Corps need not tie its NEPA and NHPA findings
together through any pre-selected hierarchy, but for consistency, likely should consider single
severity conclusions for purpose both statutes.
Similarly, the sample hierarchy provided in the NEPA White Paper used the following terms for
severity of effects categories: negligible, minor, moderate, and major. Id. at 1-2. The Corps
need not be bound by these terms or categories. For example, the Corps could use the term
minimal to describe the severity of an effect, which is a term used in the Cultural Resources
Effects Assessment (Sept. 15, 2016) (“CREA”), and can be considered synonymous with either
negligible or minor, depending on the circumstances.
Because of the many facts and historic properties at issue, Dominion urges the Corps to use a
hierarchy or methodology that provides the Corps the most flexibility to consider fully all of the
facts and circumstances at issue for each property when making severity conclusions. We
believe this will avoid needless (and fruitless) arguments about terminology related to effects
categorizations, and focus the inquiry where it should be―on the nature of actual effects on the
historic properties.
B.

NPS’ Severity Assessment

Because the NPS and other consulting parties have critiqued the evaluation of effects set forth in
the CREA negatively, see, e.g., NPS Letter at 1-2, the conclusions in NPS’ severity assessment
differ greatly from the analysis set out in the CREA. While the CREA does not assign a singleword, severity of effects conclusion for the historic properties for which an adverse effects
determination has been made, the evaluation focuses on assessing the visual contrast of the
Project, the visual qualities and character of the viewsheds at issue, why the historic properties
are listed on or qualify for the National Register, and determining impacts on potential, typical
viewers and their potential sensitivity to visible changes in the landscapes and viewsheds at
issue. 3 The CREA’s evaluation also is focused closely on the mandate of Section 106, and
centers on impacts to the applicable aspects of integrity adversely affected. 4 Thus, the CREA
3

This is consistent with NPS’ own guidance regarding the assessment of visual impacts from, among other things,
transmission lines. NPS, Guide to Evaluating Visual Impact Assessments for Renewable Energy Projects § 3.11
(Aug. 2014) (“NPS Guidance”).
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Consistent with 36 C.F.R. § 800.5(a)(1) and the Corps’ NHPA Section 106 regulations at 33 C.F.R. pt. 325, App.
C, the CREA evaluated effects against the seven aspects of integrity, location, design, setting, materials,
workmanship, feeling, and association for each historic property, considering the reasons those properties were
listed on or quality for listing on the National Register based on National Register eligibility criteria. CREA § 2.0.
A discussion of the values each of these aspects embraces is set out in the NPS guidance document discussed in
CREA § 1.4. Most relevant here: setting “is the physical environment of a historic property that illustrates the
character of the place”; feeling “is the quality that a historic property has in evoking the aesthetic or historic sense of
a past period of time. Although it is itself intangible, feeling is dependent upon the significant physical
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provides a detailed description of the nature and severity of the impacts. It also is important to
note that the CREA was not created, and does not reside, in a vacuum; the record before the
Corps is replete with information relevant to the potential impacts of the Project on the historic
properties. For example, the record from the Virginia State Corporation Commission (“SCC”)
proceedings also contains numerous reports and testimony regarding the potential impacts. See,
e.g., SCC Order at 47-51 (Nov. 26, 2013) (claims that there are significant visual impacts to
historic properties are not supported by the record); SCC, Hearing Officer’s Report at 134-40,
175 (Aug. 2, 2013) (same).
NPS concludes that the impact of the Project on all of the historic properties it evaluates is
“major,” and would result in the actual loss of a character-defining feature and would diminish
the overall integrity of the resource. NPS Letter at 2-8. Those conclusions are discussed briefly
below and compared with the evaluation of the resources in the CREA.
1.

Historic District

The basis for the NPS’ assessment of this resource is the assertion that there is one set of
interconnected physical features that dominates the setting and feeling of the Historic District,
and that “set of features consists of the uncrossed James River and its surrounding shoreline.”
NPS Letter at 3. Specifically, NPS states that the James River is “unblemished by any manmade physical crossing” and regardless of where viewed from, that view is “one of broad, open,
unmarred water and sky surrounded by an extensively wooded shoreline.” It also claims that this
area of the James River still reflects a 17th-century character. Id. at 3-4. From this, NPS claims,
without explanation, that the placement of the towers will permanently destroy the character–
defining feature of the unblemished river. Id.
Initially, it is worth noting that nothing in the Keeper’s determination of eligibility stated that an
unblemished river was the character-defining feature of the district. The Keeper instead focused
on the area’s association with the Indian inhabitants, the settlers’ colonization, and the collection
of other historic properties within the area.
In any event, NPS’ description of the area is selective, and fails to account for the fact that, while
some views certainly may be evocative of the 17th century, the record demonstrates that much
has changed in this area. Near the proposed Project route, there is a large, former industrial site
currently being remediated for environmental contamination (the BASF site), the Surry Nuclear
Power Plant, a large military installation, a sewage treatment plant, multiple residences, a resort,
a marina, a golf course, the Ghost Fleet, and a theme park, among other things, all of which are
in view of and across the Historic District landscape (day and night). SCC Order at 13, 48 (Nov.
13, 2013); SCC, Hearing Officer’s Report at 138-40. What also cannot be ignored is that the
James River is a working river. The Corps conducts dredging in the navigation channels through
this area to ensure the river is passable. This channel is well-marked by brightly colored, lighted
(and even a couple of sound-producing) aids to navigation throughout the entirety of the Indirect
APE. A James River Partnership report indicates nearly 2,000 vessel round trips on the river by
characteristics that convey historic qualities”; and association “is the direct link between a property and the event or
person for which the property is significant.” CREA § 1.4 (quoting an NPS guidance document).
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ships and barges, not including the military, pleasure boaters, and dredging work vessels. And,
although not visible on the surface of the river, there are two natural gas pipelines and one
petroleum pipeline that cross the James River in the area, as well as a number of oyster leases.
Despite the preservation and conservation successes in this area of the James River, it cannot
reasonably be said to be unblemished, nor reflecting a 17th century character. As the SCC
concluded, this area of the James River has mixed progress with history, but has done so
successfully. SCC Order at 48 (Nov. 26, 2013). Unlike the NPS assessment, the CREA takes
these facts into consideration. CREA § 3.35.4 (discussing these modern intrusions, including
piers and structures into the river from the resort, private residences, and military base). 5
Additional record evidence in the form of photos and simulations, including Truescape photos
and simulations submitted in May 2016 and incorporated into the updated Photo Simulation
Overview, confirm these facts. 6
In light of these visual and physical realities, the NPS’ conclusion that the Project will actually
and permanently destroy a character-defining feature appears somewhat hyperbolic. That is
supported by the fact that, as noted in footnote 5, the Historic District is 23 miles long, and in
many places, well over 2 miles wide. From many places within the Historic District, the Project
would not be visible at all. As the CREA discusses, based on photos of the existing transmission
line crossing at the James River Bridge (which the Corps concluded during an on-the-river site
visit, corroborate the accuracy of the photos and simulations in the record here), 7 when viewed
from approximately 4 miles or more away, while the Project might technically be visible, it
would fade into the background so as to lose nearly all of its contrast, and thus, visual impact.
CREA § 3.35.4, App. D.5. 8 In addition, for people traveling on the water through the Historic
District, once past the Project, its visual impacts would no longer impact the landscape. These
facts, based on actual photo simulations and vetted comparisons, line of site analysis, and on the
river field work stand in stark contrast to NPS’ assertion that simply because the Project might be
seen from a number of acres and other historic properties (this information is taken from the
NPS’ visual impacts analysis), and because the Project is tall and long, it will destroy the alleged
character-defining feature of the river, and significantly diminish the setting and feeling of the
Historic District and its contributing elements. Id. The CREA analysis is based on facts that
5

It also should be noted that, although not mentioned by NPS, the actual physical impacts of the towers on the
Historic District (2,712 square feet) is miniscule in light of the size of the Historic District, which is coextensive
with Indirect APE and extends 0.5 miles inland from the river, approximately 10 miles upstream of the Project, and
13 miles downstream from the Project. CREA § 1.3. Even using a single mile as the width of the James River in
this area, which is less than half of the width of the river at the Project’s crossing, the size of the Historic District
would be 1,282,406,440 square feet (121,440 ft long (23 miles) x 10,560 (2 miles wide)).
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The May 2016 photos were incorporated into the document entitled Photo Simulation Overview: Surry-Skiffes
Creek-Whealton Transmission Line Project, Surry, James City, and York Counties, Cities of Newport News and
Hampton, Virginia (April 7, 2016, revised June 7, 2016 and August 12, 2016) (“Photo Simulation Overview”).
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The verification of the accuracy of the photos and simulations in the record also is explained and supported by the
Photo Simulation Overview. This document also makes clear that the photos and simulations in the record are
consistent with the NPS Guidance. In addition, on June 20, 2016, the Corps sent an email to the Advisory Council
on Historic Preservation (“ACHP”), the SHPO, and the Consulting Parties stating that, based on the record materials
and its field visits, the photos and simulations were accurate, and reliable (“Corps Email”).

8
Truescape photos and simulations showing on-the-river views show that the Project may be visible from just over
two miles away. However, given the water and sky backdrop against the weathered galvanized structures and
because the camera was just above water level, the structures are not a prominent feature in view.
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provide the Corps with a detailed, actual ability to consider what the Project would look like, and
provide the Corps with facts that consider the real-world realities of how visible effects would
diminish as distance from the Project increases, among other things. The CREA concludes that
the effects of the Project on the Historic District would be minimal at the northern and southern
portions of the district, but more pronounced near the Project crossing. As the CREA discusses,
these impacts will diminish the setting and feeling of the resource to some extent. The Project,
however, will not impact the resource’s association with Indian inhabitants or the settlers’
colonization, and will not change the collection of other historic properties that make up the
district. Thus, the Project would not impact greatly the areas of significance
(exploration/settlement, ethnic heritage, and archeology) the Keeper stressed when determining
the district was eligible for listing on the National Register under Criteria A, B, C, and D. Id. §§
3.35.1, 3.35.4. Based on the forgoing, and in light of the other modern intrusions, the overall
size of the district, and the diminishment of the effects as distance increases, the severity of the
adverse effects appear to be moderate at best, but most likely minimal.
This conclusion is supported by NPS Guidance, which states that the focus should be on the
impact to potential viewers, considering the types of viewers involved, their potential sensitivity
to changes in the visible landscape, the likely duration of their views of the project, the activities
in which they are engaged while viewing the project, and their expectations for scenic quality in
the area. NPS Guidance § 3.11. In light of the Historic District’s location in the Historic
Triangle, and the inclusion of Historic Jamestown and the Colonial Parkway in the vicinity of
Colonial Williamsburg and Busch Gardens, the vast majority of viewers likely will be tourists. 9
It is reasonable to assume that some, maybe many, tourists may take the time to look out over the
Historic District, and some may get out on the water. See NPS Letter at 7 (noting that many of
the historic properties in the Historic District have designated visitor viewpoints of the river and
that some visitors may “actually experience the area from the water”). It also is reasonable to
assume that most tourists also will focus on the area’s main attractions, such as Historic
Jamestowne, from which the Project will not be visible. 10 In addition, the duration of tourists’
views of the Project will, by the very nature of tourism, be limited and temporary.
Another important factor is tourists’ expectations. As has been discussed during the Corps’
review of the Project, the Historic Triangle is a successful center of heritage tourism. As the
National Trust for Historic Preservation (“NTHP”) has stated in discussing the requirements and
steps to take in establishing successful heritage tourism, in such places tourists expect, need, and
demand, “places to eat, park, sleep, go to the restroom, and get gasoline,” 11 and that those
9

As the President and CEO of the Greater Williamsburg Chamber & Tourism Alliance put it: “Visitors are enjoying
the full range of vacation experiences we have to offer from the arts to ecotourism to culinary to theme parks and
water parks, as well as our world-class living history museums.” Email from P. Goddard, NPCA to Col. J. Kelly,
USACE (Nov. 4, 2015); see also NPS Letter at 9-10.
10

NPS recognizes the central importance of Jamestown. NPS Letter at 7; see also Assessment of Potential Impacts
on Heritage Tourism at 6-7 (June 10, 2016) (providing information showing that the vast majority of tourists at
Jamestown focus on the Jamestown Settlement and Historic Jamestowne areas, and not on the south-easterly river
views from Black Point, the only place on the island from which the Project could be seen) (“Heritage Tourism
Assessment”).
11

NTHP, Step One: Assess the Potential, at http://www.preservationnation.org/information-center/economics-ofrevitalization/heritage-tourism/basics/assess-the-potential.html#.VubVAU32bVg (last visited Mar. 14, 2016); see
Heritage Tourism Assessment at 1-5.
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services require infrastructure that allow them to exist and function safely and reliably. 12 That
infrastructure includes roads, sanitation, water services, health and safety services, and
electricity. This is important because tourists’ expectations for necessary and desired services at
and nearby historic properties, as is the case in the Historic Triangle, have not repelled them
from visiting and enjoying the historic properties. As the information in this paper reveals, the
opposite is true. From that, it is reasonable to conclude that tourists also know and understand
that the provision of infrastructure to power those services is necessary. That is, just as tourists
expect to see such infrastructure near their own homes, they also expect to see it nearby historic
properties. As such, while the Project’s presence, for example, on the horizon may not be ideal
for a tourist, the tourist also is accustomed to, and expects such sites so that any effect it has
would be minimal, and importantly, would not detract in any significant way from the Historic
District’s integrity, and its ability to convey its historic experience and message. 13
2.

CAJO Trail

The NPS assessment of the severity of effects on the CAJO Trail follows the same reasoning as
its assessment for the Historic District. NPS Letter at 4-6. Indeed, after NPS introduces the
CAJO Trail as a significant historic property because it was a starting point and base of
operations for Captain John Smith’s voyages, it uses the same language to describe the effects
thereon as it did for the Historic District. Compare id. at 3-4 with id. at 5-6. As such, the
discussion above is applicable here. In addition, the CREA’s evaluation of the potential for the
Project to impact the integrity of the CAJO Trail further demonstrates that the severity of any
effects on the CAJO Trail are moderate at best, but most likely minimal. CREA § 3.35.4. For
example, while subject to negligible physical impacts (see supra note 6), the setting of the trail as
a historical means of transportation and an origin of important social, economic, and exploration
routes and voyages has not be changed or altered. While the Project will have an incremental
impact on CAJO Trail’s feeling, as the placement of the Project will, depending on a person’s
location on the trail, impact its ability to convey fully a sense of early English or tribal life, that
impact should be minimal for the same reasons the impacts to the Historic District are minimal.
Id.
The NPS complains that Dominion and the Corps have “continued to resist providing
photographs and simulations from an adequate range of viewpoints along the trail” that would
make an analysis of impacts on the CAJO Trail possible. NPS Letter at 4. This is incorrect. The
CREA is replete with photographs of the trail from the shores of each of the historic properties
evaluated. Further, as stated in the CREA:
Photographs taken from the river confirm the potential visibility associated with the proposed
project as well as the general conditions within the river-based portion of the resource. Multiple
photographs were taken from within the bounds of the resource; however a representative sample
were chosen for inclusion in the report to present a broad overview of the resource and the
12

NTHP, Step Three: Prepare, Protect, and Manage, at http://www.preservationnation.org/informationcenter/economics-of-revitalization/heritage-tourism/basics/prepare-protect-manage.html#.VubZQE32bVg (last
visited Mar. 14, 2016).
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Heritage Tourism Assessment at 6-7.
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landscape as well as examples of the shoreline integrity throughout the area (Figure 171; Figures
166-179).
CREA § 3.35.4 (at 3.128). In addition, Dominion has provided additional photos and
simulations regarding potential visual impacts from within the Historic District and on the CAJO
Trail. As set forth in the Photo Simulation Overview and Corps Email, supra note 7, these
photos and simulations accurately and realistically represent their subject matter and the potential
visual impacts of the Project. These photos provide further corroboration of the statements and
conclusions in the CREA regarding the Historic District and the CAJO Trail, including regarding
the current state of the river in this area, the potential views of, from, and within historic
properties (including of the proposed Project), and the minor and insignificant nature of any
effects from the Project on historic properties or visitor experience.
3.

Colonial National Historical Park/Jamestown Island

Like its assessment of the Historic District and the CAJO Trail, NPS’ assessment of the severity
of the impacts of the Project on Jamestown Island is focused on what NPS deems its characterdefining relationship with the James River, which it again claims is evocative of the 17th
century. NPS also claims that the views from Jamestown Island over the river “have been
maintained unmarred for over 400 years.” NPS Letter at 6. From this, NPS asserts that the
placement of the Project will change Jamestown Island’s setting from “evocative of the 17th
century to views of a major industrial intrusion with the river.” Id. As discussed above, NPS’
assessment fails to account for the numerous modern intrusions visible from Jamestown Island.
CREA § 3.33.2.4. NPS’ conclusions also are at odds with facts regarding the extent to which the
Project would be visible at all from Jamestown Island. As the CREA’s line-of-sight and photo
analyses demonstrate, along with other record evidence (included NPS’ own visual impacts
analysis), the Project would not be visible from the majority of the island, including the
settlement and visitor area; views generally are blocked by natural vegetation on the island itself
as well as by Hog Island and its natural landscape. Id. § 3.33.2.4, App. D.3. The only area from
which the Project is visible during daytime is at the far east end of the island at Black Point.
Even from that vantage point, nearly all of the Project is partially shielded from view by Hogs
Island. As the simulations for this view demonstrate, the closest structure would be over 3.5
miles from Black Point. As noted above, at those distances, any visual contrast diminishes to the
point of being negligible. Id. 14 The facts provided by the CREA show that any visual impacts
would be minimal at best, and would be most noticeable at night when the blinking lights on the
tops of the towers were visible. Those lights, of course, would blend in with all of the lights
from the modern intrusions in the area, including those at the Kingsmill Resort, the Surry
Nuclear Power Plant, and the aids to navigation on the water. Id.
NPS tacitly admits that the Project is not visible from the majority of the island, and only
minimally from the Black Point area, and thus, focuses the inquiry elsewhere by suggesting that
consideration should be given to how the placement of the Project would impact future
restoration work on Jamestown Island. NPS Letter at 6. It argues that landscape rehabilitation
and restoration work for Black Point or the Jamestown settlement area “might be limited from
14

The additional in-river photos and simulations provided by Dominion in May 2016 that were incorporated into the
updated Photo Simulation Overview provide further confirmation of that fact.
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capturing more expansive views of the river.” Id. Contrary to NPS’ assumption, any landscape
rehabilitation or restoration work at or near the Jamestown settlement would not change the fact
that the Project cannot be seen from that location because, aside from the rest of Jamestown
Island being in the way, the view is obstructed by Hog Island, as the CREA sets out. CREA §
3.33.2.4. With respect to Black Point, it is the nature of the geography (the location of Hog
Island and the bend in the river) that limits any potential view of the Project from that location,
not generally obstructions on Jamestown Island that might be removed or changed. Further,
while it is true that most south-easterly river views from Island Drive on Jamestown are
obstructed by natural vegetation, once one leaves that road and walks through the trees to Black
Point near the river, the natural vegetation clears substantially to provide unobstructed river
views, as the photos and simulations in the record demonstrate. Thus, there does not appear to
be any landscape rehabilitation at Black Point that would be inhibited by the Project, even
assuming a distant, faint view of a couple towers can be considered an inhibiting factor. Further,
even if NPS cleared all of the vegetation in the Black Point area, the geography (the location of
Hog Island and the bend in the river) that limits views of the Project from the island would not
be changed, and thus, the amount of the Project seen would not change.
NPS concludes by asserting that there has been “consideration underway” for Jamestown and
other related resources to be nominated as a UNESCO World Heritage Site, which it claims
would benefit tourism. NPS Letter at 7. From this, NPS claims that any impacts on the
landscape would preclude such a designation. As set forth in Dominion’s March 16, 2016,
Response to Consulting Party Comments on the Draft MOA, there is no record evidence that the
Project will affect the potential designation of Jamestown as a World Heritage Site. Testimony
before the SCC’s Hearing Officer demonstrated that an application for a nomination as a World
Heritage Site for Jamestown, or the Historic Triangle more generally, has not been filed. SCC,
Senior Hearing Officer’s Report at 123; Rebuttal Testimony of Dr. Martin L. Wolverton at 17.
As Dr. Wolverton explained, even assuming an application had been submitted for
Jamestown/Historic Triangle, the site would have to be selected to the United States’ Tentative
List. 15 From that list, the United States can nominate up to two sites for consideration as World
Heritage Sites by UNSECO, but it does not have to. The last time the Tentative List was updated
was 2008, and it will not be updated again until 2018. Being on the Tentative List does not
guarantee a site will ever be nominated. Further, since 1994, the United States has only made
two nominations, thus many properties currently on the Tentative List are likely to remain there
when the list is updated in 2018. 16 Finally, in the selection process, UNESCO gives priority to
countries’ nominations that have less number of sites designated as World Heritage Sites.
Because the United States has 21 such sites, selection of a United States nominated site is
statistically unlikely. Rebuttal Testimony of Dr. Martin L. Wolverton at 13-18.
The foregoing makes clear that, just from a procedural perspective, the chance of the Historic
Triangle becoming a World Heritage Site is statistically very low. Even assessing its chances
15

UNESCO, Tentative Lists at http://whc.unesco.org/en/tentativelists/state=us (last visited Mar. 3, 2016). Neither
Jamestown nor the Historic Triangle is on the list.
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In July 2016, UNESCO inscribed four new sites on the World Heritage List, none of which were in the United
States. UNESCO, Four Sites Inscribed on UNESCO’s World Heritage List, at http://whc.unesco.org/en/news/1524
(last visited Aug. 1, 2016). This information provides evidence that the U.S. Tentative list likely will remain
unchanged, as none of its current candidate sites were selected by UNESCO.
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involves pure speculation. Id. at 18. Beyond process, however, the evaluation of visual impacts
on Jamestown in the CREA demonstrates that any impact is minimal, and, as discussed below,
more than compensated for by the proposed mitigation. In addition, as Dr. Wolverton discussed,
the fact that a historic property may be affected by modern intrusions is not a deterrent to
selection as a World Heritage Site. For example, five Franciscan Missions (including the
Alamo) along the San Antonio River front were selected for the United States’ Tentative List,
and ultimately designated as a World Heritage Site. 17 Id. at 13-14. The Alamo, just one of the
five missions, is surrounded by modern development and intrusions, including freeways and an
interstate, hotels, commercial and retail establishments, and power lines. Yet, it is a World
Heritage Site and remains a highly visited destination. Id. at 14. It is highly unlikely that the
Project would impede Jamestown’s or the Historic Triangle’s ability to be selected as a World
Heritage Site.
Jamestown Island was listed on the National Register under Criterion A (as the first permanent
English settlement and its association with the colonization of Virginia) and under Criterion D
(for its archaeological potential). Its character-defining characteristics include its numerous
archaeological resources and its significance in history. It retains all seven aspects of integrity.
CREA §§ 3.33.2.2, 3.33.2.4; see NPS Letter at 6 (also noting that the site has documented
significance under Criterion C). Because the Project does not impact Jamestown physically, its
integrity of location, association, design, materials, and workmanship are not impacted, and
consequently, the reasons it was listed under Criteria A and D are not impacted either. Further,
viewing the river is not an important characteristic of Jamestown, although as NPS notes, the
relationship of the James River to the history of Jamestown is an important characteristic of
Jamestown. NPS Letter at 6. That relationship is not changed by the Project, but the Project
could have some impact on the setting and feeling of Jamestown, as recognized above. As
noted, however, the Project can only be seen from a very small portion of Jamestown Island
(Black Point), and even then the view is at a significant distance, which results in the
diminishment of visual contrast to the point of negligibility. When added to the current modern
intrusions, the visual condition of the river, and visitor expectations (as well as the fact that the
main attraction of the settlement area is in a place that does not have a view of the Project), these
facts support the conclusion that any impacts on Jamestown would be minimal. Id. § 3.33.2.4.
4.

Colonial National Historical Park/Colonial Parkway

Like its assessments of the other historic properties, NPS also ties its evaluation of the severity of
impacts from the Project on the Colonial Parkway to what it calls character-defining views of the
James River, which it asserts have maintained a Colonial-era character. NPS Letter at 8. Just as
noted above, NPS does not consider the many modern intrusions that are visible from the
parkway (e.g., the Kingsmill Resort which is adjacent to the east end of the portion of the
parkway along the river), or the other considerations regarding potential viewers and their
expectations. It also does not provide any analysis or facts regarding what the potential visual
impacts might actually be to the average viewer driving along the parkway, or stopped at one of
its pull-offs, unlike the CREA. The CREA’s line-of-sight and photo analyses demonstrate that
the eastern portion of the parkway along the river would have unobstructed views of portions of
17
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the Project in the river (to the extent not blocked by trees and vegetation along the parkway
itself) and that as one travels west on the parkway toward Jamestown those views become more
and more obstructed by Hog Island until a point at which they are obstructed fully. Even in
places along the eastern portion of the parkway, however, the CREA’s analysis demonstrates that
the closest tower would be over 3.5 miles away, and some would be over 5 miles away. Thus,
while perhaps visible, the photo and simulation analyses demonstrate that the view of the towers
at those distances is diminished to the point that any visual contrast would be negligible. 18
CREA § 3.33.1.4, App. D.2. Like visual impacts to Jamestown Island, the facts provided by the
CREA show that any visual impacts would be minimal at best, and would be most noticeable at
night when the blinking lights on the tops of the towers were visible. Those lights, of course,
would blend in with all of the lights from the modern intrusions in the area, including those at the
Kingsmill Resort, the Surry Nuclear Power Plant, and the aids to navigation on the water. Id.
Also like its analysis of Jamestown Island, NPS asserts that consideration must be given to the
potential impact on future restorative work along the parkway, in particular re-establishing views
over the river by clearing trees and vegetation along the parkway that have grown in over the
years. NPS Letter at 8. Specifically, NPS suggests that such work would be “inhibited and
likely no longer possible” because it would expose an even broader view of the Project. Id. In
light of the highly diminished view the Project from the parkway, as discussed above, and the
fact that it was NPS’ pre-Project decisions regarding vegetative growth that it allowed to obscure
intended views in the first instance, it is reasonable to expect that the existence of the Project will
have little to no impact on NPS’ vegetation clearing decisions. This is supported by the fact that
in 2016 NPS cites 2001 documentation stating that, even then, vegetation had grown to obscure
intended parkway views, and apparently such vegetation persists today. By allowing intended
parkway views to become and remain obstructed by parkway vegetation, NPS’ argument that the
views are character-defining, or significant or necessary to the property’s integrity are not
persuasive. The more likely conclusion is that, based on NPS’ actions, unintended obstructions
to river views from the parkway have not impacted the parkway’s integrity, namely the aspects
of setting and feeling.
The Colonial Parkway was listed on the National Register under Criterion A (for its association
with the early 20th century trends of recreation and conservation, and as example of an early
20th century recreational parkway constructed partially in response to the popularity of
recreational “motoring”) and under Criterion C (for landscape architecture as an intact example
of parkway design and for its architectural features, which reflect the Colonial Revival style
utilized during the renovation of Colonial Williamsburg). As NPS notes, one of the defining
characteristics of the parkway is the open landscape and views of the James River, particularly in
the vicinity of College Creek at the eastern end of this portion of the parkway. As the parkway
heads west toward Jamestown, river views become more obscured due to vegetative screening.
CREA § 3.33.1.2. The parkway exhibits the integrity of setting, location, feeling, association,
design, materials, and workmanship. Id. Because the Project does not impact the parkway
physically, its integrity of location, association, design, materials, and workmanship are not
impacted, and consequently, the reasons it was listed under Criterion A and C are not impacted
either (i.e., an association with the early 20th, not 17th, century recreation and conservation
18
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trends, and for its architectural features). Nevertheless, because viewing the river is an important
characteristic of the parkway, its setting and feeling are impacted by the Project. As discussed
above, however, these views are only from a portion of this part of the parkway and are at a
distance that diminishes the visual contrast significantly. When added to the current modern
intrusions, the visual condition of the river, and visitor expectations, these facts support the
conclusion that any impacts on the parkway would be minimal. Id. § 3.33.1.4.
5.

Take-Aways Regarding the NPS Letter

Unlike the CREA and related impacts assessment materials, the NPS assessment of impacts in
the NPS Letter lacks for factual details and specificity about potential adverse effects on the
historic properties at issue, and on a landscape basis. It does not reflect a rigorous, multimedia/multi-faceted approach aimed at providing evidence of what the impacts on the ground
(and water) might actually entail. Instead, it is long on sweeping statements regarding the
national and historic importance of the historic properties at issue. There is no disagreement
about the national and historic importance of this area. The Section 106 process and analysis,
however, does not change based on the relative importance of the historic properties at issue. 19
Perhaps most importantly, though, is that NPS’ conclusions regarding the severity of impacts are
based on what appears to be a myopic view of the current character of James River; NPS’
assessment does not take into account the realities of the modern intrusions on the landscape, and
the fact that these realities do not seem to have impacted people’s (namely tourists’) perception
of the historic properties’ ability to retain their historic integrity, or their desire to visit the sites. 20
Its conclusions also appear to give no consideration of what the Project actually will look like to
viewers from key observation points, as the NPS Guidance states is important. As discussed,
with the exception of the crossing itself, the Project will be multiple miles from potential
viewers. The line of site analyses and photos and simulations that inform the CREA’s analysis
were corroborated by views of the existing transmission line at the James River Bridge, and they
show that most of the views of the Project from the historic properties assessed in the NPS Letter
diminish to the point of no visual contrast. See also Photo Simulation Overview and Corps
Email, supra note 7. Even for vantage points closer to the Project, the impact on the view is
minimal.
Ultimately, as the SHPO guidance confirms, because visual impacts cannot be quantitatively
measured effectively and for the most part do not harm historic properties in a physical manner,
assessing them relies primarily on subjective analysis. SHPO Guidance at 2. 21 The subjective
nature of the analysis, however, can be minimized by understanding the reasons why historic
properties are significant, and by analyzing specific impacts to the aspects of their integrity. Id.
19

Of course, we note that the requirements of NHPA § 110(f) must be met with respect to properties that are
designated as National Historic Landmarks, as has been the case here with respect to Carter’s Grove.
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See Heritage Tourism Assessment at 6-7.
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500kV Electric Transmission Line. NPS, Susquehanna to Roseland 500kV Electric Transmission Line Right-ofWay and Special Use Permit Final Environmental Impact Statement at Ch. 4, at 588-89 (Aug. 2012) (“Visual quality
is by nature subjective.”; “visual quality is inherently subjective”; while NPS used a Federal Highway
Administration tool to attempt to reduce the subjectivity, it acknowledged that the analysis remains subjective).
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The NPS assessment of severity of the Historic District/CAJO Trail, Jamestown Island, and
Colonial Parkway certainly evinces an understanding of why this area and these properties are
important historically, but stops short of performing a detailed analysis of how the Project
specifically will impact each property and its integrity, and the landscape, as the CREA does. It
also fails to consider the current context of these properties. Instead, the NPS assessment
substitutes conclusory opinions of the severity of potential impacts. While the CREA’s severity
conclusions also constitute opinions, they are opinions informed by the nature of the historic
property, why it is listed on or eligible for listing on the National Register, what aspects of
integrity are at issue, and how the property and those aspects are impacted based on a multimedia/multi-faceted approach using photos, simulations, site visits, and other record evidence,
including consideration of the current context in which the historic properties exist.
C.

Severity Assessments for the Other Historic Properties

While not the subject of the NPS Letter, for completeness we note the severity of impacts on the
other historic properties for which an adverse effect was determined, as set out in the CREA,
among other documents. In addition, a review of the photos and simulations in the record
(including the additional in-river photos and simulations included in the updated Photo
Simulation Overview confirm the assessments summarized below.
1.

Carter’s Grove

Carter’s Grove was listed on the National Register in 1969 and specified as a National Historic
Landmark (NHL) in 1970 for its significance under Criterion C (architecture). Its defining
elements included its well-preserved architectural features indicative of its period of significance
dating from the 18th through the early 20th century. In light of the significant archaeological
resources are located within the grounds of the property, it may also be eligible for listing under
Criterion D for information potential. Carter’s Grove, including its surrounding grounds, appear
to have retained integrity with respect to all seven aspects of integrity.
The Project will not physically impact Carter’s Grove, and thus, will have no impact on its
architectural or archeological values and elements for which it was listed on the National
Register or selected as an NHL. Thus, its integrity of location, association, design, materials,
and workmanship are not impacted. Its integrity regarding setting and feeling, however, would
be adversely affected by visual impacts. From the main house, a key observation point for
potential visitors, due to existing vegetation, there is a limited view of some or all of a few
transmission line towers as they emerge from around Hog Island. The closest tower is
approximately 1.3 miles away. As compared to the views from Black Point, the two visible
towers at Carter’s Grove are more visible, but still lack a marked and significant contrast with
the landscape given the backdrop of the blue sky and blue water and the weathered galvanized
structures. From the river shoreline, another key observation point that is closest to the
transmission line, many more towers are visible, although they are still at a minimal distance of
over 1.3 miles away and would blend into the background as they get farther away, but likely not
to the point of a complete loss of contrast until they were 3.5 to 4 miles away. Like Historic
Jamestowne to Jamestown Island, the main house at Carter’s Grove would be the likely focal
point for visitors, although it is reasonable to assume that some would walk down the shoreline
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to see the view. It also is fair to consider the fact that Carter’s Grove has been closed to public
since 2003, and privately owned since 2007, and it is not clear when or if it will be reopened.
Surry Nuclear Power Plant is visible from this site, and other modern intrusions are visible,
included a power line and convenience store, on the way into the property. Id. These facts tend
to diminish the effects of any visual impacts. SCC, Hearing Officer’s Report at 140. Under
these circumstances, it is reasonable to conclude that the visual impact on the historic property is
moderate at best. CREA § 3.9.
2.

Archeological Site 44JC0662

Site 44JC0662 is a single dwelling dating from the 18th to 19th century that is associated with
the Bailey family, a low- to middle-income slave-holding family in James City County. It was
determined to be eligible for listing on the National Register under Criterion D for its ability to
yield information important in history. In particular, the site could offer important comparative
material which could be utilized by archaeologists studying 19th century farmsteads occupied by
low- to middle-income whites and African-Americans, as well as offer insight into the growing
notion that historical archaeology is a study of capitalism and how living conditions, material
culture, and social spaces were influenced by the creation and maintenance of social inequality.
This archeological site will be directly and physically impacted by the Project, specifically the
Skiffes Creek Switching Station. These impacts will destroy the aspects of the site that make it
eligible for inclusion on the National Register. The severity of this impact can be considered
major. CREA § 4.2.1.
3.

Hog Island WMA

The Hog Island Wildlife Management Area has been determined potentially eligible for listing
on the National Register under Criterion A as one of the earliest settlements outside of
Jamestown and under Criterion D for its archaeological potential to yield important information
in prehistory and history. Specifically, Hog Island’s primary significance lies in its relatively
unaltered setting as a landscape associated with Colonial Period settlement along the James
River and its potential to yield significant information about the past based on the presence of
archeological sites. There will be no physical impacts from the Project on Hog Island, and thus,
any impacts would be visual. Line of sight modeling and photographs show that the Project
would be visible in the river from the shoreline, but that the inland areas of Hog Island would be
shielded from the Project given current vegetation, although the tops of some towers may be
visible above the tree lines. The distance to many of the river-based towers would diminish the
visual impacts considerably, however, not likely to the point of losing all visual contrast. Access
to Hog Island is by a road controlled by the Surry Nuclear Power Plant, which is separated from
Hog Island by a large treed buffer. Under these circumstances, it is reasonable to conclude that
the visual impact on the historic property is moderate, at best, but more likely minimal given that
Hog Island’s importance lies in its ability to yield significant archeological information, and its
setting and landscapes generally will be unaltered unless one is on the southern and eastern
shoreline of the property. CREA § 3.19.
4.

Battle of Yorktown
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This site consists of over 69,000 acres that constitute portions of Yorktown and the Yorktown
Battlefield. Large portions of the site have been compromised by modern intrusions and
development, including the I-64 corridor, numerous subdivisions, and commercial development.
There are, however, portions of the battlefield that have been preserved within the Newport
News Park and the NPS property, Yorktown National Battlefield, and portions of the Colonial
National Historical Park. The portions of the battlefield within the APE retain little integrity of
setting because of the numerous modern intrusions to the landscape, particularly for the sections
within the 230 kV transmission line segment, which is within an existing right-of-way. The site
nevertheless retains integrity of location and association related to the Civil War (Criterion A),
which would not be compromised by the Project. In addition, the many archeological sites
within the resources have been identified and will not be impacted directly by the Project. Thus,
the Project also should not present more than a minimal adverse effect to the resource’s
significance and integrity with respect to Criterion D. Visual impacts from the Project also are
considered minimal, in light of the existing utility corridor and numerous modern intrusions.
Thus, any impacts to the site are expected to be minimal. CREA § 3.34.
5.

Fort Crafford

The Fort Crafford site is the earthworks of a former fort from the Civil War. It was listed as part
of a larger site at Joint Base Eustis, where it is located, and likely was considered significant
under Criterion A as an example of a Civil War period strategically placed earthwork and under
Criterion D for its potential to yield archaeological information about the Civil War period and
fort construction. The site’s integrity of feeling has been diminished by the presence of the
nearby military installation, however, the Fort’s location on a small wooded peninsula are
reminiscent of the landscape and feeling of the mid-nineteenth century. The site is set back from
the riverbank and generally is shielded by a buffer of trees that appear to average approximately
60 feet in height. The resource retains integrity of location, workmanship, design, and setting.
The Project would not affect the location or the integrity of design, workmanship, and materials
because there would be no construction or activity which would alter these elements of the
resource. Line-of-sight modeling, however, suggests that a small portion of the river-crossing
part of the Project may be visible through the treed buffer, looking north and northwest upriver.
Photos from this area show the northern view to be very obstructed, but the northwest view
possible. At night, lights from the Project might be seen from the site, but those would blend
with the several other visual obstructions behind the Project (e.g., from Surry Power Station),
between the site and the Project (lighted buoys). Other sources of light coming from Joint Base
Eustis in the vicinity, and from sites along the eastern James River shoreline (e.g., Kingsmill
Resort) also can be seen from the site. The visual impacts will not compromise the site’s
integrity of location, workmanship, and design related to Criterion A or D, the reasons it is
considered eligible for listing on the National Register. The visual impacts may impact the site’s
setting and feeling, although the site’s feeling already is diminished, as noted, and any visual
impacts at a distance of nearly four miles would be severely diminished to the point of very little
visual contrast. Thus, any impacts to the site are expected to be minimal. CREA § 3.28.
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